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Abstract— Railway transportation is one of the safest modes of transport. In unmanned level crossing the number of
horrible fatal accidents that road vehicle driver and pedestrians cause. To reduce the accident in LC to introduce
new technique Smart Video Surveillance Security System. This intelligent monitoring system that is tuned toward
detecting and evaluating the abnormal situations induced by pedestrians, vehicle drivers and unattended objects.
This technique starts by detecting, separating and tracking of moving objects in LC.Then HMM (Hidden Markov
Model) is used to estimate the ideal trajectories, allowing the detected targets to discard dangerous situations. After
that each detected object risk is estimated by Dempster Shafer fusion technique. The video surveillance monitoring
system is connected with a communication system which sends alert message it to users approaching LC which
takes the information on the dynamic status of LC (safe or presence of dander situations).
Keywords— Video Surveillance Security System, Hidden Markov Model, Dempster Shafer
I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, road railway infrastructure considered as a week point in Level Crossings (LCs).Safety became an important field of
academic research and took increasing railway undertaking concerns. Improving the safety of people and road railway facilities is
an essential key element to ensuring good operation of the road and railway transport. Statistically nearly 55% of LC users have a
negative perception of the environment, which consequently increases the risk of accidents [1]. we know from the accident
statistics that the behavior of pedestrians, road vehicle drivers and railway operators cannot be estimated beforehand. According
to Griffon [2],human errors cause 99% of accidents at the LCs,93% of which are caused by road users. To overcome this problem
the initial idea ,first carried out in the framework of the VSS(Video Surveillance Security System) safer project was to introduce
some technological components in the management of LC.These technical approach was developed and tested in life situations
can be summarized in Fig 1.
The general view of the architecture for detection and communication system is implemented in the VSS safer project. This
architecture can be summarized into two points
A.
One equipment dedicated to the detection of potentially dangerous situations due to video sensing and image
processing (this will constitute the main part of this paper).
B.
One equipment of communication whose role is to send to the users approaching the LC the status of the LC.These
two equipment devices are installed in the LC premises.

Fig. 1 General architecture of VSS safer project
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II. RELATED WORKS
In these paper main objectives is to perform a video-analysis-based system to identified the hazard situations and estimate
the degree of danger for each detected and tracked moving object at LC zone. To propose a new technique to detect and
separate all moving objects enter into a given surveillance. To obtain separated objects, this method consists in clustering
moving pixels by comparing specific energy vectors associated to each target and each moving pixel. The second step
object tracking which starts when there are enough detected pixels belonging to moving objects. In existing system, there
are two major kinds of methods to perform visual tracking. The first type is based on target representation such as blob,
kernel and contour tracking. The second type of methods uses particle filter which has advantages and disadvantages but it
cannot track correctly all the pixels or the majority of them from a given object.
To propose a new method that significantly improves the tracking performance of each pixel affected by motion with the
detected objects using Harris point based optical flow propagation technique and its followed by Kalman filtering based
correction. The third step of the system is to predict the ideal trajectories of detected targets to avoid potentially dangerous
situations by using real time HMM.Finally to estimate the degree of danger related to each object, the predicted ideal
trajectories are analyzed using an information fusion framework based on Dempster Shafer theory.

Video Surveillance
System

Object detection and
Separation

Evaluation of Danger

Object Tracking

Ideal Trajectory
Prediction

Fig. 2. Synopsis of the video Surveillance system.
III. MOVING OBJECT DETECTION, SEPARATION AND TRACKING
A. Objectives
In real scenarios different object detection and separation algorithms are applied to robustly tracking objects and perform
object tracking to track all object pixels in real scenes without loss of information. In Fig 3 illustrated the global object
detection, separation and tracking process. The method detecting pixels affected by motion which is a pre-treatment phase. To
each target detect and a separate object consists in clustering moving pixels by comparing specific energy vector. Once the
targets are extracted from the current frame then the objects is to track them is achieved by objects tracking method based on
optical flow.

Fig 3. Architectural design of proposed system
In tracking process it is done by computing optical flow of corner points by Harris operator using Lucas-Kanade algorithm. To
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make the tracking process more robust against noise and to rectify the optical flow for each pixel using Kalman filter (KF) based
iterative process is designed. The output of optical flow given the KF is evaluated with two test constraints. The first test verify if
the proposed solution is inside an optical flow research area and if the test is positive then revaluated the optical flow solution
with the second test constraint which is similarity test constraint. If the second test is positive the proposed solution is retained. If
the test is negative then KF is applied again to reach a new solution. If the research area test is negative a color intensity
optimization algorithm is applied to propose a new solution.
B. Object Detection and Separation
In video surveillance system object detection and separation for moving objects is important task in computer vision. To facilitate
the process of detecting moving targets and to reduce the processing time of the object tracking algorithm. In first step subtract
the current image from the reference image (background image) to obtain all pixels affected by motion it is the pre-treatment step.
The second step starts by determining the targets in the current image by grouping connected pixels. Each moving pixels in
contour of a object is separated by using bounding box. The moving pixel inside a current bounding box may belong to new or
old target. It depends on the intersection between the current bounding box and all the existing targets extracted from the
previous frame and represented by bounding boxes. If a current bounding box intersect with one or other existing bounding box
to calculate the energy vector to the pixel with respect to the target number.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig 4. (a)First frame in video. (b) Background removal in (a).(c) Object detection and separated using bounding box (b).
C. Object Tracking
Once the targets are extracted from the current frame, the objective is to track them. To achieve that an object tracking method
based done in two steps: Optical Flow propagation and Kalman Filtering.
1) Optical Flow propagation: In object tracking once the targets are extracted from the current frame, the objective is to track
them. To achieve that an object tracking method based on optical flow is applied. The tracking process start by computing
optical flow of corner points extracted by Harris operator using the Lukas-Kanade algorithm, To consider these particular
points have a stable optical flow. To propagate the optical flow results from textured areas into untextured ones, to consider that
the optical flow of all pixels of a target has a Gaussian distribution. The parameters of Gaussian distribution are mean and
standard deviation of Harris points optical flow(x, y).
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2) Kalmnan Filter: To make the tracking process more robust against noise and to rectify the optical flow for each pixel, a Kalman
filter (KF) based iterative process is designed.The proposed KF provides the corrected state Xt from two inputs Xt-1 state to be
corrected and Yt measured state from a virtual observation.
Xt-1 = [ pxt-1, ptyt-1, ftxt-1, ftyt-1 ]T
......................................(1)
Yt = [ pxt, ptyt, Ftxt-1, Ftyt-1 ]T
…………………..……..(2)
t−1
t−1
Where p x and p y are the pixel coordinates at time t − 1. P t x and p ty are the pixel coordinates measured at time t. Ft t−1x and ft
t−1
t−1
t−1
y are the horizontal and vertical optical flows at time t −1.Ft
x and Ft
y are the horizontal and vertical optical flows at time t −
1.In Figure 3(b) an optimal solution is obtained when estimated optical flow is inside the research area and verifies similarity
constraint. The similarity constraint measures the change in color between the previous position p t-1 and the current position p t.An
optical flow inside the research are is considered optimal only if the similarity value is less than a threshold which is fixed 0.15
whereas the normalized color change limit between 0 and 1.when the iterative fails to reach an optimal solution the considered
pixel is ignored and no optical flow is assigned to the considered pixel.

(a)

(b)

Fig 5. (a) Moving pixels tracking using optical flow. (b) Moving objects tracking using Kalman filter
3) Intensity Difference Based Optimization Algorithm
The objective of the optimization algorithm is to improve the accuracy and robustness of the KF when rectifying the optical flow.
This optimization is to rectify the optical flow by calculating the intensity difference the considered pixel and the detected Harris
points. When the intensity differences at two consecutive instants are equal then the optical flow is obtained.
IV. RECOGNITION OF DANGEROUS SITUATIONS IN LC
The proposed method to recognize potential dangerous situations around an LC.Given target detected by the tracking process,
the proposed recognition process has three main steps are
A. Optical Flow Based Object Segmentation
The objective is to segment the target into different region based on optical flow of its pixels. To achieve that use a recursive
algorithm that compares neighbouring pixels to extract regions in which the pixels have a homogenous optical flow. The
segmentation process consists in assigning this pixel to one of the existing clusters if the optical flow similarity constraint is
verified otherwise the pixel is assigned to a new cluster. The similarity constraint takes into account simultaneously the direction
and the value of optical flow. The target is partitioned into multiple rectangular boxes representing the different regions with
homogenous optical flow.
B. Prediction Of Ideal Trajectories
The next step ideal trajectory prediction, each extracted region is considered by the center of its corresponding rectangular box. The
trajectory is associated with each extracted region via its corresponding center. To consider the center of the region to define two
trajectories.
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1)
2)

Absolute ideal trajectory
Predicted ideal trajectory

At the beginning the absolute ideal trajectory is initialized as a direct lie from the region center to the LC from this absolute ideal
trajectory and optical flow of the region center to predict the ideal trajectory using HMM(Hidden Markov Model).The predicted
ideal trajectory of the considered region center at time instants t (state qt :initial state of the HMM)is constructed from the states
(qt+1,……………. qt+tf) generated by HMM.At each time of the predicted ideal trajectory to considered region center the following
parameters
are
velocity(vt+1,……vt+tf),accearation(at+1,…at+tf),orientation(ot+1,……ot+tf),position(pt+1,……................................….pt+tf) and
distance(Dt+1,……… Dt+tf) from the region center to the absolute ideal trajectory.

Fig 6.Prediction of ideal trajectory using HMM.
C. Danger Evaluation
The last stage of the model is to analyse the predicted ideal trajectory by considering various sources of dangerousness. The
analysis is based on Dempster-Shafer theory which allows combining danger induced by the different sources to obtain a
quantitative measure such as degree of belief of danger. To evaluating the danger assigning the mass assignment for each source of
danger. The mass mp,representing the degree of danger related to the position is computed from the difference between the
predicted position pt+tf at time instant t+tf and the barrier of the LC. The mass mv,representing the degree of danger related to the
velocity is computed from the difference between the predicted velocity Vt at time instant t and the prefixed nominal velocity VN.
VN = D max /2.n.Tmin
.................................................(3)
Where Dmax is the maximum distance that can be covered by a moving object in an LC.
The mass mo,representing the degree of danger related to velocity orientation is by comparing the orientation of predicted velocity
Vt at time instant t with the orientation of the absolute ideal trajectory. The mass ma,representing the degree of danger related to the
acceleration is computed from the difference between the predicted acceleration at and at+tf at time instant t and t+tf
Finally, the mass md,representing the degree of danger related to the distance is computed from the difference between the
predicted position pt+tf at time instant t+tf and the absolute ideal trajectory. The Dempster Shafer theory is usually to express
uncertain judgment of experts, particularly to combine evidences from the different sources and arrive at a degree of belief that
takes into account all the available evidences. In this proposed system to combine the different sources of dangerousness are
velocity,acceleration,orientation, position and distance. The Dempster Shafer theory combination is used to determine the degree
of danger related to the considered region center.
Danger = Dempster-Shafer (mv,ma,mo,mp,md)
………………….......................…..(4)
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Each source of dangerousness is represented by universal set H=D,S.In universal set to define the hypothesis H,that represents all
the possible state of the model.
H={D,S}
...............................................................................(5)
where D and S represent, respectively, the hypothesis of dangerousness and safety.

Fig 7.Alert Message Due To Danger.
An essential condition in the Dempster Shafer theory rule of combination is that the source of evidence must be statistically
independent .It depends on the quality of the source of the information and how each source treats the problem. In this work each
source of dangerousness has its own parameters related to LC environment and the Markov model. the danger level is greater than
danger level it will automatically send the alert message to the pedestrians who are in danger level in a track.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses about the security in unmanned LC and improve the safety. Accidents at railway LC have continuously
become a serious and road safety problem particularly when it involves fatalities. Many research has shown that the major
cause of crashes at railway LC is that the drivers fail to take sufficient care to avoid crash. Situations such as with the
presence of pedestrians in LC and presence of vehicle in LC these two situations acquired in real condition. Then apply the
proposed recognition method and results are experimentally analysed.
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